
NAPROCK's Support for Foreign Participants: 
Terms and Conditions 

 

NAPROCK invites the teams from foreign universities / institutes for NAPROCK 

International Programming Contest (NAPROCK Procon). However there are the 

following limitations.  

1. NAPROCK invites only one team from each country.  

2. The team which asks invitation from NAPROCK should agree with 

"NAPROCK's Support for Foreign Participants: Terms and Conditions" (this 

document) and should submit 'Initial Registration Form' and other required 

documents and materials before the assigned deadlines.  

3. NAPROCK bear the expenses for accommodations in Japan (including meals) 

and flight fares for 2 students and a teacher for each invited team. In addition,  

a certain amount of accommodation fees in Japan for other team members 

could be also supported by NAPROCK (conditions apply).  

4. Each invited team can select only one of the 3 sections in NAPROCK Procon.  

5. Each invited team can have 3 or more students if they bear all the expenses for 

the students more than 2 by themselves. This implies that if a team has 5 

students in a team, NAPROCK bears the expenses for 2 students, and the team 

bears the expenses for the remaining 3 students by themselves.  

6. Each invited team can have 2 or more teachers/mentors if they bear all the 

expenses for the teachers/mentors more than 1 by themselves. This implies 

that if a team has 3 teachers in a team, NAPROCK bears the expenses for 1 

teacher, and the team bears the expenses for the remaining 2 teachers by 

themselves.  

7. The regulations for the number of students in a team should be kept explicitly. 

It implies that the number of students in a team participating `Competition 

Section' should be 3 at most, and the number of students in a team 

participating `Themed Section' or `Original Section' should be 5 at most.  

8. There are no exceptions on NAPROCK's supports described above.  

 

The regulations on NAPROCK's supports described above is valid since May, 2011. 


